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MapReduce is a parallel programming model designed for data-intensive
tasks processed on commodity hardware. It provides an interface with two
\simple" functions, namely, map and reduce, making programs amenable
to a great degree of of parallelism, load balancing, workload scheduling and
fault tolerance in large clusters.
However, as MapReduce has not been designed for generic data ana-
lytic workload, cloud-based analytical processing systems such as Hive and
Pig need to translate a query into multiple MapReduce tasks, generating a
signicant overhead of startup latency and intermediate results I/O. Fur-
ther, this multi-stage process makes it more dicult to locate performance
bottlenecks, limiting the potential use of self-tuning techniques.
In this thesis, we present SHAPE, an ecient and scalable analytical
processing environment based on Hadoop - an open source implementation
of MapReduce. To ease OLAP on large-scale data set, we provide a SQL
engine to cloud application developers who can easily plug in their own
functions and optimization rules. On other hand, compared to Hive or Pig,
SHAPE also introduces several key innovations: rstly, we adopt horizontal
fragmentation from distributed DBMS to exploit data locality. Secondly,
we eciently perform n-way joins and aggregation in a single MapReduce
task. Such an integrated approach, which is the rst of its kind, consider-
ably improves query processing performance. Last but not least, our opti-
mizer supports rule-based, cost-based and adaptive optimization, facilitating
workload-specic performance optimization and providing good opportuni-
ties for self-tuning. Our preliminary experimental study using the TPC-H
benchmark shows that SHAPE outperforms Hive by a wide margin.
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In recent years, there has been growing interest in cloud computing in the
database community. The enormous growth in data volumes has made par-
allelizing analytical processing a necessity. MapReduce(11), rst introduced
by Google, provides a single programming paradigm to automate paral-
lelization and handle load balancing and fault tolerance in a large cluster.
Hadoop(3), the open-source implementation of MapReduce, is also widely
used by Yahoo!, Facebook, Amazon, etc., for large-scale data analysis(2)(8).
The reason for its wide acceptance is that it provides a simple and yet elegant
model that allows fairly complex distributed programs to scale up eectively
and easily while supporting a good degree of fault tolerance. For example,
the high-performance parallel DBMS suers a more severe slowdown than
Hadoop does when node failure occurs because of the overhead associated
with complete restart(9).
However, although MapReduce is scalable and suciently ecient for
many tasks such as PageRank calculation, the debate as to whether MapRe-
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duce is a step backward compared to Parallel DBMS rages on(4). Princi-
pally, two concerns have been raised:
1. MapReduce does not have any common programming primitive for
generic queries. Users are required to implement basic operations such
as join or aggregation using the MapReduce model. In contrast, DBMS
allows users to focus on what to do rather than how to do it.
2. MapReduce does not perform as well as parallel DBMS does since it
always needs to scan the entire input. In (21), the performance of
Hadoop was compared with that of parallel DBMS (e.g., Vertica(7)),
and DBMS was shown to outperform hand-written Hadoop applica-
tions by an order of magnitude. Though it requires more time to load
data and tune, DBMS entails less code and runs signicantly faster
than Hadoop.
In response to the rst concern, several systems (such as Hive(23)(24)
and Yahoo! Pig(15)(18)) provide a SQL-like programming interface to trans-
late a query into a sequence of MapReduce tasks. Such an approach, how-
ever, gives rise to three performance issues. First, there is a startup latency
associated with each MapReduce task, as a MapReduce task typically does
not start until the earlier stage is completed. Second, intermediate results
between two MapReduce tasks have to be materialized in the distributed
le system, incurring extra disk and network I/O. The problem can be
marginally alleviated with the use of a separate storage system for inter-
mediate results(16). However, this ad hoc storage complicates the entire
framework, hence making deployment and maintenance more costly. Last
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but not least, tuning opportunities are often buried deep in the complex
execution ow. For instance, Pig generates three-level query plans and per-
forms optimization at each level(17). If a query is running ineciently, it is
rather dicult to detect the operators that cause the problem. Besides these
issues, since the existing approaches also make use of MapReduce primitive
(i.e. map->reduce) to implement join, aggregation and sort, it is dicult to
eciently support certain commonly used operators such as -join.
In this thesis, we propose a high-performance distributed query process-
ing environment SHAPE, with a simple structure and expressiveness as rich
as SQL to overcome the above problems. SHAPE exhibits the following
properties:
 Performance. For most non-nested SQL queries, SHAPE requires
only one MapReduce task. We achieve this by applying a brand new
way of processing SQL queries in MapReduce. We also exploit data
locality by (hash-)partitioning input data so that correlated partitions
(i.e., partitions from dierent input relations that are joinable) are
allocated to the same data nodes. Moreover, the partitioning of a
table is optimized to benet an entire workload instead of a single
query.
 SQL Support and Query Interface. SHAPE provides a better
SQL support compared to Hive and Pig. It can handle nested queries
and more types of joins (e.g., -join, cross-join, outer-join), and oers
the exibility to support user-dened functions and extensions of op-
erators and optimization rules. In addition, it eliminates the need for
manual query transformation. For example, Hive users are obliged to
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convert a complex analytic query into HiveQL and the hand-written
join ordering signicantly aects the resulting query's performance(5).
In contrast, SHAPE allows users to directly execute SQL queries with-
out worrying about anything else. This not only shortens the learning
curve, but also facilitates smooth transition from parallel/distributed
database to cloud platform.
 Fault Tolerance. Since we directly rene Hadoop without introduc-
ing any non-scalable step, SHAPE inherits MapReduce's fault toler-
ance capability, which has been deemed a robust scalability advantage
compared to parallel DBMS systems(9). Moreover, as none of the
existing solutions such as Hive and Pig supports query-level fault tol-
erance, an entire query will have to be re-launched if one of MapReduce
tasks fails. In contrast, the compactness of SHAPE's execution ow
delivers a better query-level fault tolerance without extra eorts.
 Ease of Tunability. It has been a challenge in the MapReduce frame-
work to achieve the best performance for a given workload and cluster
environment by adjusting the conguration parameters. SHAPE ac-
tively monitors the running environment, and adaptively tunes key
performance parameters (e.g., tables to partition, partition size) for
the query processing engine to perform optimally.
In this thesis, we reveal the following original contributions:
 This thesis exploits a hybrid data parallelism in MapReduce based
query processing system which has never been experimented before.
Related work also conjugates DBMS and MapReduce but none of them
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has ever exploited inter-operator parallelism by modifying the under-
lying MapReduce paradigm.
 SHAPE combines the important concepts from parallel DBMS and
those from MapReduce to achieve a balance between performance and
scalability. The application of such systems can fulll the business sce-
narios where better performance is desired for large amount of analysis
queries on a large data set.
 This thesis implements yet-another query processing engine infrastruc-
ture in MapReduce which involves a lot of engineering eorts. Ex-
tended research can be performed on top of it.
In the next section, we briey review some related work. Chapter 3
provides some background information on MapReduce. In Chapter 4, we
present the overall system architecture of SHAPE. Chapter 5 presents the
execution ow of a single query. In Chapter 6, we present some implementa-
tion details of the resolved engineering challenges. In Chapter 7, we discuss
the types of SQL queries SHAPE supports. Chapter 8 presents our proposed
cost-based optimization and self tuning mechanism within the MapReduce
framework. In Chapter 9, we report results of an extensive performance





The systems that are most similar to SHAPE, in terms of functionality,
are Hive and Pig. But SHAPE greatly diers from the previous systems
by investigating MapReduce from a novel angle - we do not use MapReduce
primitive to perform any SQL operation which it was not originally designed
for, instead we treat MapReduce as a computation parallelization engine,
assisting SHAPE in load balancing and fault tolerance. We will elaborate on
our scheme in Section 5. From user point of view, there exist the following
dierences: First, both Hive and Pig require separate MapReduce job for
two-way join and aggregation. Though Hive can perform an n-way join in
one MapReduce job, this is restricted to only joins on the same key. For
instance, Hive needs to launch nine MapReduce tasks to execute TPC-H Q8
while SHAPE only launches two. None of the existing systems compacts the
execution ow in the MapReduce platform as SHAPE does, which yields an
advantage in performance compared to other systems. Secondly, Hive does
not support -join, cross-join and outer-join, so it is not as extensible in
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terms of functionality as SHAPE is due to the restriction of its execution
model. Furthermore, Hive supports fragment-replicate map-only join (also
adapted by Pig) but it requires the users to specify the hint manually (24).
In contrast, SHAPE adaptively and automatically selects small tables to
be replicated. Besides, while Hive and Pig optimize single query execution,
SHAPE optimizes the entire workload.
(1) introduces parallel database techniques which unlike most MapReduce-
based query processing systems, exploit both inter-operator parallelism and
intra-operator parallelism. MapReduce can only exploit intra-operator par-
allelism by partitioning the input data and letting the same program (e.g.
operator) process a chunk of data in each data node; while parallel DBMS
supports executing several dierent operators on the same piece of data.
Intra-operator parallelization is relatively easy to perform. Load balanc-
ing can be achieved by wisely choosing a partition function for the given
input data's value domain. Distributed and parallel database uses horizon-
tal and vertical fragmentation to allocate data across data nodes based on
its schema. Concisely, primary horizontal fragmentation (PHORIZONTAL)
algorithm is used to partition the independent table based on the frequent
predicates that are used against it. Then derived horizontal fragmentation
algorithm continues to partition the dependent tables. Eventually, a set of
fragments are obtained. Along with a set of data nodes and a set of queries,
an optimal data allocation can be achieved by solving an optimization prob-
lem. The objective of this problem is dened by a cost model (communica-
tion+storage+processing) for shortest response time or largest throughput.
For inter-operator parallelism, a query tree needs to be split into sub trees
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which can be pipelined. Multi-join queries are especially suitable for such
parallelization.(26) Multiple joins/scans can be performed simultaneously.
In (21), the authors compared parallel DBMS and MapReduce system
(notably Hadoop). The authors concluded that DBMS greatly outperforms
MapReduce at 100 nodes while MapReduce is easier to install, more exten-
sible and most importantly more tolerant to hardware failures which allows
MapReduce to scale to thousands of nodes. However, MapReduce's fault tol-
erance capability comes at the expense of a large performance penalty due to
materialized intermediate results. Since we did not manipulate MapReduce
in such a way that the intermediate results between map and reduce are not
materialized, our proposed SHAPE's tolerance to node failures is retained
at the level of a single MapReduce job.
The Map-Reduce-Merge(27) model appends a merge phase to the origi-
nal MapReduce model, enabling it to eciently join heterogeneous datasets
and execute relational algebra operations. The same authors also proposed
a tree index to facilitate the processing of relevant data partitions in each
of the map, reduce and merge steps(28). However, though it indeed oers
more exibility than the MapReduce model, the system does not tackle the
performance issue. A query still requires multiple passes, e.g. typically 6 to
10 Map-Reduce-Merge passes. SCOPE(10) is another eort along this direc-
tion, which proposes a exible MapReduce-like architecture for performing
a variety of data analysis and data mining tasks in a cost-eective manner.
Unlike other MapReduce-based solutions, it is based on Cosmos, a exible
execution platform oering the similar convenience of parallelization and
fault tolerance as in MapReduce but eliminating the map-reduce paradigm
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restriction.
HadoopDB(9) is an eort towards developing a hybrid MapReduce-
DBMS system. This approach combines the eciency and expressiveness
of DBMS and the scalability of MapReduce to provide a high-performance
scalable shared-nothing parallel database system architecture. It takes ad-
vantage of the underlying DBMS's index to speed up query processing by
a signicant factor. Unfortunately, the hybrid architecture also makes it





Our model extends and improves MapReduce programming model intro-
duced by Dean et. al. in 2004. Understanding the basics of the MapReduce
framework will be helpful to understand our model.
3.1 Overview
In short, MapReduce processed data distributed and replicated on a large
number of nodes in a shared-nothing cluster. The interface of MapReduce
is rather simple, consisting of only two basic operations. Firstly, a number
of Map tasks are launched to process data distributed on a Distributed
File System (DFS). The results of these Map tasks are stored locally either
in memory or in disks if the intermediate result size exceeds the memory
capacity. Then they are sorted, repartitioned (shued) and sent to a number
of Reduce tasks. Figure 3.1 shows the execution data ow of MapReduce.
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Figure 3.1: MapReduce execution data ow.
3.2 Computation Model
Maps take in a list of <key, value> pairs and produce a list of <key', value'>
pairs. The shue process aggregates the output of maps based on the output
keys. Finally reduces take in the list of <key, list of values> and produce
<key, value> results. That is,
Map: (k1, v1) -> list (k2, v2)
Reduce: (k2, list v2) -> list(k3, v3)
Hadoop supports cascading MapReduce tasks, and also allows a reduce
task to be empty. Using the regular expression, a chain of MapReduce tasks
(to perform a complex job) is presented as: ((Map)+(Reduce)?)+.
3.3 Load Balancing and Fault Tolerance
MapReduce does not create detailed execution plan that species which
nodes run which tasks in advance. Instead, the coordination is done at
run time by a dedicated master node, which has the information of data
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location and available task slots in the slave nodes. In this way, faster
nodes are allocated more tasks. Hadoop also supports task speculation to
dynamically identify the struggler that slows down the entire work and to
recompute its work in a faster node if necessary.
In case a node fails during the execution, its task is rescheduled and re-
executed. This achieves certain level of fault tolerance. Those intermediate
results produced by map tasks in inter-MapReduce cycle are saved in each
map task locally and those produced by reduce tasks in intra-MapReduce
cycles are replicated in HDFS to reduce the amount of work that has to be




Figure 4.1 shows the overall system architecture of SHAPE. There are ve
essential components in this query processing platform: data preprocessing
(fragmentation and allocation), distributed storage, execution engine, query
interface and self-tuning monitor. The self-tuning monitor is a self-tuning
component that interacts with the query interface and the execution engine,
and is responsible for learning about the execution environment as well as
the workload characteristics, and adaptively adjusting some system param-
eters in several system components (e.g., partition size, etc). In this way,
the query engine can perform optimally. We shall defer the discussion on
optimization and tuning to Section 8.
Given a workload (set of queries), SHAPE analyzes the relationships
between attributes to determine how each table should be partitioned and
placed across nodes. For example, for two tables that are involved in a join
operation, their matching partitions should be placed on the same nodes.















Figure 4.1: SHAPE environment.
(a) Query Interface (b) Execution Engine
Figure 4.2: Subcomponents.
duce task (Data Partitioner) on a set of specied attributes - normally the
key or the foreign key column. We also modied HDFS name node such
that buckets from dierent tables with the same hash value will have the
same data placement. The intermediate results between two MapReduce
runs can also be handled likewise.
Figure 4.2(a) shows the inner architecture of the query interface. The
SQL compiler compiles each query in the workload, and invokes the query
plan generator to produce a MapReduce query plan. Each plan consists of
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one or more stages of processing, each stage corresponds to a MapReduce
task. The query optimizer performs both rule-based and cost-based opti-
mizations to the query plans. Each optimization rule heuristically trans-
forms the query plan such as pushing down lter conditions. The users may
specify the set of rules to apply by turning on or o some optimization rules.
The cost-based optimizer enumerates dierent query plans to nd the op-
timal plan. The cost of a plan is estimated based on information from the
meta store in the self-tuning monitor. To limit the search space, the opti-
mizer prunes bad plans whenever possible. Finally, the Combiner optimizer
can be employed for certain complex queries where some aggregations can
be partially executed in a combiner query plan of a map phase. This can re-
duce the intermediate data to be shued and transferred between mappers
and reducers.
The execution engine (as in Figure 4.2(b)) consists of the workload ex-
ecutor and the query wrapper. The workload executor is the main program
of SHAPE, which invokes the partitioning strategy to allocate and partition
data and the query wrapper to execute each query. Concretely, the query
wrapper is a MapReduce task based on our rened version of Hadoop. It
executes the generated MapReduce query plan distributed via Distributed
Cache. If the query also contains ORDER BY statement or DISTINCT
clause, then it launches a separate MapReduce task to sort the output by
taking their samples and range-partitioning them based on the samples(25).




In distributed database systems, there are two modes of parallelism: inter-
operation and intra-operation (20). The conventional MapReduce-based
query processing systems such as Hive and Pig only exploit intra-operation
parallelism using homogeneous MapReduce programs. In SHAPE, we also
exploit inter-operation parallelism by having heterogeneous MapReduce pro-
grams to execute dierent portions of the query plan across dierent task
nodes according to the data distribution. This prompted us to devise a
Figure 5.1: Execution ow.
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strategy that employs only one MapReduce task for non-nested join queries.
In this section, we illustrate our scheme in detail.
5.1 The Big Picture
Consider an aggregate query that involves an n-way join. Such a query
can be processed in a single MapReduce task in a straightforward manner
- we take all the tables as input; the map function is essentially an identity
function; in the shuing phase, we partition the table to be aggregated
based on the aggregation key, and replicate all the other tables to all reduce
tasks; in the reduce phase, each reduce task locally performs the n-way
join and aggregation. To illustrate, suppose the aggregation is performed
over three tables B, C and D and the aggregation key is B:. Here, we
ignore selection and projection in the query and focus on the n-way join and
aggregation. As mentioned, the map function is an identity function. The
partitioner in the shue phase partitions table B based on the hash value
of B: and replicates all tuples of C and D to all reduce tasks. Then each
reduce task holding one aggregation key joins the local copy of B, C and
D. This approach is clearly inecient. Moreover, only the computation on
table B is parallelized.
Our proposed strategy, which is more ecient, is inspired by several
key observations. First, in a distributed environment, bushy-tree plans are
generally superior over left-deep-tree plans for n-way joins (13). This is
especially so under the MapReduce framework. For example, consider a 4-
way join over tables A, B, C and D. As existing systems (e.g., Hive) adopt
multi-MapReduce stage query processing, they will generate left-deep-tree
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plans as in Figure 5.2(a). In this example, 3 MapReduce tasks are necessary
to process the 4-way join. However, with a bushy-tree plan, as shown in
Figure 5.2(b), all the two-way joins at the leaf level of the query plan can be
parallelized and processed at the same time. More importantly, they can be
evaluated, under SHAPE, in a single map phase and the intermediate results
are further joined in a single reduce phase. In other words, the number of
stages is now reduced to one. There is, however, still a performance issue
since the join processing (using fragment-replicate scheme) can be expensive
for large tables.
Our second observation provided a solution to the performance issue.
We note that if we can pre-partition the tables on the join key values, then
joinable data can be co-located at the same data nodes. This will improve
the join performance since communication cost is reduced and the join pro-
cessing incurs only local I/Os. We further note that such a solution is
appropriate for OLAP applications as (a) the workload is typically known
in advance (and hence allows us to pick the best partitioning that optimize
the workload), and (b) the query execution time is typically much longer
than the preprocessing time. Moreover, it is highly likely that dierent
queries share overlapping relations and the same pair of tables need to be
joined on the same join attributes. For instance, in the TPC-H benchmark,
tables LINEITEM and ORDERS join on ORDERKEY in queries Q3, Q5,
Q7, Q8, Q9, Q10, Q12 and Q21. This is also true for dimension and fact
tables. Hence, building a partition apriori improves the overall workload
throughput with little overhead (since the pre-partitioning can be done at
data loading time once, and the overhead is amortized over many running
18






Figure 5.2: Overall n-way join query plan.
queries).
Our third observation is that we do not need to pre-partition all tables
in a workload. As noted earlier, we only need to pre-partition large tables
so that they can be eciently joined, while exploiting fragment-replicate
join(12) scheme for small tables (which usually can t into the main mem-
ory).
Thus our strategy that employs bushy-tree plans with the help of table
partitioning works as follows: (a) among all the n tables in the n-way join
query (with aggregation), we choose k big tables to be partitioned; these
k tables may be partitioned at run-time if they have not been partitioned
initially; (b) once the k tables are partitioned, they are grouped into several
map tasks, each with tables that are two-way joined; map tasks may have
only one table; (c) each of the remaining (mostly small) tables is then as-
signed to an appropriate map task to be joined with the big tables there;
this latter join is performed using fragment-replicate join by replicating the
small table; and nally (d) the processing of the n-way join and aggregation
is complete in the reduce tasks by combining/joining the intermediate re-
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sults from the all these map tasks. We note that if the k tables are already
partitioned, we require only one map phase (with multiple heterogeneous
map tasks) and one reduce phase.
At the start of the algorithm, the query plan generator chooses k big
tables among all tables involved in a multi-table join. The algorithm for
picking these k tables is given in Section 8.3.
For our discussion, we take the following query as an example:
select A.a1, B.b2, sum(D.d2)
from A, B, C, D, E
where B.b1 < '1995-01-30' and C.c1 = 'RET' and D.d1 > 13
and A: = B: and B: = C: and B: = C:
and C: = D: and E: = D:
group by A.a1, B.b2
This query contains a n-way join: A ./ B ./ C ./ D ./ E. We assume
that the query plan generator chooses tables B, C and D as k big tables (i.e.
k = 3). Figure 5.3 shows the SHAPE-generated query plan. Here we have
two map-stage plans with the input tables fB, Cg and fDg respectively.
Note that small table A is assigned to map plan 1, while table E is assigned
to map plan 2. The select operators in green are pushed down by the rule-
based optimizer. And the aggregation operator (denoted by *) in orange is
generated by the combiner optimizer which we will introduce in Section 8.4.
For the rest of this section, we shall elaborate on our algorithm that
produces this single MapReduce plan for such a complex query. Figure 5.1
illustrates the query execution ow, where each component will be intro-
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Figure 5.3: SHAPE query plan for the example.
duced in the following sections.
5.2 Map Plan Generation
Map task performs projection, big-table join and join of other smaller tables
with large tables. Since SHAPE uses heterogeneous map tasks, we need to
determine the number of dierent map query plans and what each plan does.
Firstly, the generator examines all the table join relations and generates a
join graph where a vertex denotes a column, a J edge represents a join on
one or multiple columns and a T edge connects two columns belonging to the
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same table. If we only consider the connectivity of edge J, each connected
component in the graph should be co-located in data nodes and thus the
tables that its vertices belong to should be joined in one map task. For
instance, consider the join predicates: B: = C: and C: = D:. As we
can deduce a connected component: fB:, C:, D:g, we should ask data
fragmentation strategy manager to partition B, C and D based on the hashed
value of column , then load and join B, C and D in the same map query
plan. However, assuming that we have one more predicate: B: = C:,
we need to change the partitioning. Instead, we should partition B and C
based on  and , join B and C in one map task and load D in another
map task. To achieve this, after obtaining the connected components (i.e.,
fB:, C:, D:g), the generator keeps merging two components if all of one
component's vertices are connected to the other component via edge T until
no change can be made. After this step, we should have two components:
fffB:, C:g, fB:, C:g,g fD:gg (as in Figure 5.4). There are also
circumstances when, at this time, some components are still connected by
edge J. We then remove the components if their tables are contained by
another one (i.e. all of its vertices are linked to another component via edge
J). The possible resulting components are not unique. Therefore we will
discuss related optimization problems in Section 8. Finally, the number of
components is the number of map query plans and we generate the map
query plan, embedded in the map functions (as in Figure 5.1), according to
the components. After the big tables for each map task are xed, SHAPE
introduces small tables (i.e.A and E) to map1 and map2 accordingly. Map
query plan generation is similar to the conventional DBMS. The overall
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Figure 5.4: Obtain connected components.
algorithm is illustrated as in Algorithm 1.
5.3 Shuing
Presented in Figure 5.1 as Join-Aggregate Shue, shue processing follows
two desired principles:
1. If two map-side joins involve the same pair(s) of key/foreign-key columns,
their results should be partitioned in such a way that the same column
values should end up in the same reducer.
2. All tuples (combined all maps' outputs) having the same aggregation
keys must end up in the same reduce function.
In MapReduce's shuing phase, partitioning and grouping the map out-
puts are two separate concepts: partitioning decides which reduce task a
map output tuple goes to, while grouping sorts the outputs in a reduce task
and invokes the reduce function for each value. SHAPE implements these
two mechanisms respectively as follows: in query generation, we rst choose
the map query plan who has the largest (estimated) output and whose out-
puts contain aggregation keys as the non-replicate map, so as to partition
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Algorithm 1 generateMapStagePlans(select, bigTables, queryBlock)
needReducePhase true
Translate AST join statements into a join graph tableJoins
components ndConnectedComponents(tableJoins)
/* Plan what map plans' tables */
mergeComponents(components)
removeComponentsWithOnlySmallTables(components)
for each component in components do




for each table T in mapPlan's tables do
Put LOAD and PROJECT operators into mapPlan
end for
Generate join plan to join small tables
if currentBigTables.size >=2 then
Generate join plan for currentBigTables
end if
Combine big and small tables' join plans
end for
if no aggregation clause and no join in select then





them based on the aggregation keys. And we replicate the results of other
map query plans to all reduce tasks. As for grouping, we group all map
outputs together and call reduce function once in a reduce task. In mean
time, we use Hadoop's secondary sort feature (25) to sort the inputs of the
reduce function by map query plan ID. For example, let X be the result of
A ./ B, and Y be the result of C ./ D. Assume that the size of X is smaller
than that of Y and Y contains the aggregation keys. Then each tuple in
Y is sent to one reduce task based on the hashed value of the aggregation
keys, while each tuple of X is sent to all reduce tasks.
5.4 Reduce-Aggregation Plan Generation
After shuing the data, the reduce task is in charge of joining the results
from all maps, ltering and rearranging the nal results. The MapReduce
boundary operator MRBoundaryLoadOperator feed the map outputs into
the reduce query plan pipeline in the order of map query plan ID. As a
result, each map query plan's outputs are treated as a separate data source,
followed by join and select operators.
To support complex aggregation functions, SHAPE allows applying user-
dened or system pre-installed aggregation functions in the query plan. The
prototypes of the user dened functions should be provided in a XML con-
guration le. Furthermore, the actual class les should be dispatched to
slave nodes in prior to the query plan execution, because SHAPE performs
type-checking at compile time but only loads the actual functions at run
time. If a query contains HAVING statement, then a lter operator will
be inserted after the aggregation function. The execution of aggregation
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Algorithm 2 generateReduceStagePlan(select, bigTables, queryBlock)
reducePlan createReduceStagePlan()
/* This operator loads the results from dierent map tasks */
put MRBoundaryLoadOperator into reducePlan
generate join operators to nish n-way join
/* We initially put select operator here which will later be pushed down
by optimizer */
selectExpressions retrieveSelectExpressions(select)
put SelectOperator(selectExpressions) into reducePlan
if aggregation clause exists in select then
groupByKeys retrieveAggregationKeys(select)
havingExp translateHavingExpression(select)
/* Append aggregation operator */
put GroupBy(groupByKeys, havingExp) operator into reducePlan
end if
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functions may be locally parallelized into more than one thread. In order to
minimize the memory usage, even if the function is a blocking operator, it
does not materialize any incoming tuples. Instead, for each aggregation key,
the aggregation operator will be initialized once, it accumulates the result
tuple by tuple while reading each tuple, and outputs the nal value at the
end.
One obvious performance issue which we observed in Pig is that, in the
Volcano iterator model, operators frequently perform memory buer copy
and create many new instances, which eventually leads to a substantial
overhead in memory access (increasing cache misses), memory fragmenta-
tion and garbage collection. Thus, we alleviate these expensive operations
in our implementation, and perform direct byte-level computations to the
maximum degree.
5.5 Sorting MapReduce Task
Sorting in Hadoop was shown to be fast, by sampling and range partitioning
the input les(19). However, in practice, we observed that this approach
causes array index exception if the amount of data is too small. To resolve
this problem, we log the output cardinality of each MapReduce task and
use InputSampler only if the output tuple number exceeds our lower bound




This chapter briey elaborates the engineering challenges of SHAPE and
how those problems were solved. In order to implement SHAPE, certain
restrictions of MapReduce have to be bypassed: rstly, MapReduce can
launch only one program at a time. In other words, we cannot run heteroge-
neous programs in dierent nodes at the same time. Secondly, MapReduce
can only hash/range-partition the map outputs, there is no way to directly
replicate the map tasks' outputs. Thirdly, the underlying HDFS randomly
chooses a data node to allocate and replicate the data. Moreover, MapRe-
duce will not just launch data-local tasks (which reads the data from local
machine) but also rack-local tasks (which reads the data from remote ma-
chine). This prevents us from enforcing a data-local allocation scheme to
make the initial read a local I/O rather than a network I/O. In the rest of
this chapter, we will explain how we tackled these restrictions in Hadoop,
the open source implementation of MapReduce.
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6.1 Heterogenous MapReduce Tasks
In SHAPE, each data fragment is a le in HDFS. For example, the 100th
fragment of table LINEITEM is named as LINEITEM/part-r-00000. Hadoop
has a reader MultiFileInputFormat which takes multiple les and outputs
a split as a collection of les. Similarly, SHAPE has dened its own reader
called MultiBucketInputFormat. It takes the fragments of a table and de-
cides the best splitting scheme. One more function of this reader is to help
launch data local tasks, which will be explained later.
Here, we use the example in Chapter 5 to illustrate SHAPE's mechanism.
After compilation and query plan generation, The SHAPE's main program
generated two map tasks, processing fB, Cg and fDg respectively. We now
launch a MapReduce task taking one table from each set as input. For
instance, here, we set table C and D as inputs. And we serialize the query
plan into the distributed cache where every node fetches the same query
plans. MultiBucketInputFormat allocates a split containing one or several
data fragments to each node. The data fragment's le name is treated as
key to the map function while the value is always null. In the map function,
we see only one data fragment which may come from C or D. Suppose, the
map function reads <C/part-r-00021, null>. It examines the query plan
and feeds both C/part-r-00021 and B/part-r-00021 into the load operators.
And then it starts to execute the rst map task query plan. Similarly, it
executes the second map task query plan if the input is table D. In such
way, the heterogenous map tasks are executed in the same job and number
of nodes executing each task depends on the size of its input.
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6.2 Map Outputs Replication
To replicate map task's outputs to all reduce tasks, we modied Hadoop.
Conventionally, if there are n reduce tasks, the output value of the parti-
tioner has an interval of f0, ..., n - 1g. In SHAPE, we extend this interval to
f-1, ..., n - 1g where -1 denotes that this output tuple will be replicated to
all reduce tasks. Hadoop's map task sorts the outputs based on the parti-
tion value before writing data to disk. Upon detection of -1 as its partition
value, SHAPE duplicates the result n times and signals Hadoop to allow
each reduce task to fetch a copy.
6.3 Data Allocation
To realize SHAPE's data allocation scheme, we modied both HDFS and
MapReduce. In HDFS layer, we added a new API into the name server so
that we allow two les to have the same data distribution. For example, if
a number denotes a data node and f1, 4, 2, 3g signies the distribution of a
le's blocks (block 1 is in node 1, block 2 is in node 4, ...), the API create-
FileBind can create a writer to HDFS which follows the same distribution as
the le it binds to. It yields a problem when two les have dierent number
of le blocks. Thus, in SHAPE, we limit the number of a data fragment's
le blocks to one. In other words, we treat data fragment as the minimum
data unit. Then based on our API, we can ensure two hashed partitions
of two tables and their duplicates are always allocated in the same nodes.
In MapReduce layer, we enforced map task to launch only data local tasks.
If there's no more local data to process, the task node will loop in waiting
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for new jobs. Hence, unlike the dynamic load balance of Hadoop, SHAPE
adopts a more statical scheme. The load balance of map tasks replies on
the even data distribution. In practice, we found that this scheme leads
to better performance. However, SHAPE also supports launching non data





In SHAPE, a SQL query block which can be eciently tackled in only one
or two MapReduce runs (with/without ORDER BY clause respectively) are
of this form:
SELECT f(attributes)
FROM T1, T2, ..., Tn
WHERE [multi-table join condition and]
other selection predicates
[GROUP BY aggregation keys]
[HAVING g(attributes)]
[ORDER BY keys]
In addition, SHAPE distinguishes itself in terms of the types of queries
that can be supported (in comparison to existing MapReduce-based systems)
as follows:
 SHAPE also supports some types of nested queries. In particular,
nested queries that can be transformed into equivalent non-nested
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counterparts are supported. We adopt techniques in (14) to transform
nested queries into non-nested queries based on the various types of
nested queries. Concretely, for type A or type N nesting, the query
transformation is straightforward. Moreover, SHAPE supports all the
necessary SQL features to correctly transform any type-J or type-JA
nested queries into non-nested form.
 Besides equi-join, SHAPE supports -join, cross-join and outer-join.
This is possible as SHAPE does not rely on shuing to join two or more
tables. As such, these various types of join operators can be imple-
mented readily yielding a signicant exibility. This also demonstrates
SHAPE's greater degree of extensibility compared to Hive or Pig. For
data fragmentation, if a theta join is detected, SHAPE will use range
partitioner instead of hash partitioner.
 In SHAPE, self-join on a large table requires fragmenting the table
based on two columns. SHAPE treats the same table with dierent




Most MapReduce-based query processing systems use rule-based optimiza-
tion, due to a lack of statistics in the storage layer, e.g. HDFS does not
support histogram construction for unstructured les. Also, their optimiz-
ers mainly concentrate on per-query optimization. On the contrary, besides
using cost-based optimization, SHAPE optimizer also uses an incremental
learning approach to perform workload conscious optimization, which ini-
tially does not require any extra information of the execution environment
and workload. For this purpose, during execution of a query, proling coun-
ters embedded in the query plan outputs the statistics (namely size, selec-
tivity and average tuple size) of the intermediate results, the plan/operator
execution time and HDFS I/O cost to task's log le. After completion, the
job tracker scans each task's log le and collects these data into a local meta
store. This is a feedback cycle.
In cost-based optimization, theoretically, for every combination of k big
tables, we need to iterate plans of dierent join orders in map-side query
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plan as well as in reduce join query plan. To reduce the cost of enumerating
query plans, before generating query plans, we rst x the set of k big tables
using the adaptive approach described in Section 8.3.
We organize this section as follows: Section 8.1 summarize the key per-
formance parameters that we aim to tune. The cost model is presented in
Section 8.2. Cost evaluation is based on equi-width histograms we collect
at load time for every column of the large tables. In OLAP applications,
no maintenance overhead is incurred for insertion and update. Section 8.3
elaborates on the algorithm of adoptively deciding k big tables. Lastly, Sec-
tion 8.4 discusses another optimization technique we used to reduce the size
of intermediate results - combiner optimization.
8.1 Key Performance Parameters
In SHAPE, we focus on several parameters to optimize, which may greatly
aect the overall performance:
1. Partition size hs. Small partition size leads to better load balance.
However, a very small partition results in a huge number of les to be
opened in HDFS, which may cause the name node congestion.
2. K big tables fT1, T2, T3, ..., Tkg. When the sizes of the candidate
tables do not dier by an order of magnitude, the optimizer needs to
look at the selection predicates on each table, in order to decide which
table is larger in terms of size times selectivity. Moreover, if k is too
large, then it would induce large shue I/O cost; otherwise, if it is too
small, large table may not be able to t into map memory for ecient
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fragment-replicate join.
3. Replicated map output size. Since all except one maps' output are
shued to all reducers, these output has to be replicated n times where
n is the number of reduce tasks. The optimizer needs to minimize their
sizes by determining which map plan involves which attributes.
4. Map-side/reduce-side join order and join algorithm. For map-
side/reduce-side join, the optimizer has the similar task as DBMS to
decide the optimized join order and the join algorithms to use, based
on the estimation of input and intermediate result size.
5. Number of reduce tasks nr. The number of reduce tasks may aect
the performance of certain queries. As nr becomes larger, shuing is
more costly but reduce task is better parallelized.
6. Hot spot wi. It is crucial to balance some optimization objectives.
For instance, if we blindly aim to minimize the replicated map output
size by allocating too much work in the map task whose results will not
be replicated, the overall running time may be bounded by the running
time of that task. To avoid such situations, the optimizer maintains
some global proling counters. After completion of several queries, the
optimizer can summarize the slowest steps dened as hot spot. This
information facilitates adjusting the weights of dierent parameters in
the optimizer's cost model and hence helps it make better trade-o
decision.
The partition size, the k big tables and the hot spot weights are chosen from
a range determined by using an adaptive approach. As the search space is
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small, the optimizer just enumerates the possibilities and picks the set of
congurations with lowest cost. There are also MapReduce parameters such
as number of map/reduce tasks which may be interesting to be self-tuned.
We will study them as future work.
8.2 Cost model
In this section, we present a cost model adopted in SHAPE, which we used
to evaluate possible alternate query plans and key parameters. Suppose our
query is of the following form:
SELECT f(attributes)
FROM T1, T2, ..., Tn
WHERE s1(T1) and s2(T2) ... and sn(Tn)
and T1 joins T2 joins T3 joins ... joins Tn
GROUP BY aggregation keys
HAVING g(attributes)
ORDER BY attributes
where Tis are the input tables, and si is selection predicate. Based on
the approximate histogram we build for Ti, we can calculate the selectivity
of join and selection predicates. Assume without loss of generality that
T(p) and T(q) are in the map task whose results are shued based on the
aggregation keys. We propose our cost-model as the following:
1. Map load cost The cost of loading one of the k big tables is jjT jj  rl
where rl is the average cost of reading a tuple from local disk. Note
that, in SHAPE, all maps are data-local maps, thanks to HDFS data
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binding loader. The cost of loading a small table for fragment-replicate
join is jjT jj  rh where rh is the average cost of reading a tuple from
HDFS. Since nm maps run in parallel, despite of the average map start













whereT(i) ./ T(j) ^ 1 <= i; j <= k (8.4)
2. Map-side computation cost The map-side query plan performs se-
lection (with a selectivity i for Ti and projection (supposing that the
percentage of relevant columns is i for Ti), as well as two-way join
and n k in-memory fragment-replicate join with a total selectivity si
for each map query plan (in total, there are k   1 such query plans).
The CPU cost is estimated as Ccpu(Qi) where Ccpu is a query plan
cost estimation function and Qi is the map-side query plan. Hence,
the total load cost is:
Cmap = max
i
Ccpu(Qi); 1  i  k   1 (8.5)
3. Shue cost The outputs of k   2 (all except one) maps must be
replicated nr times where nr is the number of reducers. Suppose that
map0 is the map task whose outputs will not be replicated. The total













whereT(p) ./ T(q) 2 map0 (8.10)
^T(r) ./ T(s) 2 mapj (8.11)
^(r 6= p _ s 6= q) ^ 1  p; q; r; s  k (8.12)
4. Reduce-join cost In reducer, we need to perform a local (k  1)-way
sort-merge join to merge the outputs from k  1 maps. The CPU cost
is estimated as Ccpu(Qr;
P
i;j skiijjTijjjj jjTj jj
Qn
i=k+1 jjT(i)jj; jPrj)
where the second parameter is the estimated output size from all ex-
cept one maps and the third parameter is the size of the partition r
of the map's outputs which were not replicated. For simplicity, we
denote this as Ccpu(Qr). The total cost is:
Creduce = max
i
Ccpu(Qi); 1  i  nr (8.13)
As for aggregation, we only need to sequentially scan the reduce outputs for
once, so we do not consider it in our cost model. To sum up, the total cost
that we want to minimize is:
Ctotal = w1Cload + w2Cmap + w3Cshuffle + w4Creduce (8.14)
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8.3 Set of K big tables
Initially, to avoid fragment-replicate join from using external storage which
is costly, we dene the set of non k big tables to be SN k satisfying:
ts  jjP jj2 
N kY
i=1
si  jjTijj Mub; T1; T2; : : : ; TN k 2 SN k (8.15)
where si is the selectivity of the selection and projection predicates on table
Ti, ts is the average tuple size, jjP jj is the expected number of rows for cur-
rent partition size (assume that the partitions are uniformly distributed), N
is the total number of tables to join and Mub is the upper bound of avail-
able physical memory for a task's JVM estimated by M=nt (M is average
physical memory and nt is number of tasks per node).
Lemma 8.3.1 For T1; T2; : : : ; TN k 2 SN k,
tsjjP jj2QN ki=1 sijjTijj is an upper bound of memory usage for in-memory
fragment-replicate join of the partitions from big tables and SN k.
Proof Assume without loss of generality that si = 1 8i. Clearly, 8Ti ./ Tj ,
jjTi ./ Tj jj  jjTijj  jjTj jj. Hence, suppose jjTi ./ Tj jj = sij jjTijj  jjTj jj then
sij  1. Assume that all joins are hash join. We use mathematical induction
to prove this lemma:
1. For N   k = 2, since we don't need to store the join results in the
memory, the memory space we need is ts(jjP jj2 + jjT1jj + jjT2jj) <
tsjP j2jT1j  jT2j.
2. Assume that the lemma holds for all SN k with N   k = p. Now
we add Tp+1 to SN k and join Tp+1 with T1 ./ T2 ./ : : : ./ Tp. The
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needed memory space is ts(jjTp+1jj+ jjP jj2+ jjT1 ./ T2 ./ : : : ./ Tpjj) <
ts(jjTp+1j + jP j2 + jT1j  jT2j : : : jTpjj) < tsjjP jj2jjT1jj  jjT2jj : : : jjTpjj 
jjTp+1jj.
In order to avoid exhaustively generating query plans for each value of k,
we adopt an heuristic approach by assuming that each map task is I/O
bound. Though this assumption may not always hold, it provides a good
approximation of the optimal solution.
Lemma 8.3.2 The total cost function is monotone decreasing with respect
to jjSN kjj.
Proof Since map task is I/O bound, we only need to compare Cload and
Cshuffle. By increasing jjSN kjj by one i.e. k0 = k   1, we have:
















T(p) ./ T(q) 2 map0 (8.22)
^T(r) ./ T(s) 2 mapj (8.23)
^T(r0) ./ T(s0) 2 mapk 2 (8.24)
^(r 6= p _ s 6= q) ^ 1  p; q; r; s  k (8.25)
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After deductions, we show that 4Cload +4Cshuffle < 0.
With this lemma, for each query, we should generate SN k with largest
cardinality. Since our assumption about join selectivity is too pessimistic
(i.e. si;j = 1 by default), we can generate a smaller set of k big tables by
moving more tables from k big tables' set to SN k i.e. decreasing k. We
propose Algorithm 3 to adaptively approach the smallest k big table set that
we can achieve by collecting more join selectivity information among tables.
To generate SN k, we use a brute-force algorithm but the performance is
acceptable since the number of tables in a n-way join is small.
Theorem 8.3.3 Algorithm 3 can eventually approximate a near optimal
solution for choosing k big tables.
Proof Since meta data D increases after each query execution, assuming
that all queries belong to the same workload, then in Algorithm 3 the number
of selectivities that we collect from D increases. From proof of Lemma 8.3.1
we know that sp;i; si;j  1. Hence, the constraint of SN k can only be
relaxed. In other word, ts  jjP jj2 Qji=1 si  sp;i  jTij Q1<i<j<N si;j gradually
decreases for the same value of j. Given Mub unchanged, j (the cardinality
of SN k) raises for SN k. By Lemma 8.3.2, as jSN kj increases, the total
query cost decreases. Eventually, when all the join selectivities are available,
we can achieve the lowest cost for a query in the workload with respect to
the memory constraint.
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Algorithm 3 chooseBigTables(Meta data D, Result set S)
ts  D
for each table Ti do





for each table Tj s.t. Ti ./ Tj do







choose SN k with maximum j s.t. ts  jjP jj2 
Qj
i=1 si  sp;i  jTij Q
1<i<j<N si;j Mub
k  N   j
S  fall tablesg - SN k
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8.4 Combiner optimization
MapReduce program takes advantage of combiner to eectively reduce the
size of the shued data between map and reduce. This optimization is




from customer, orders, lineitem
where c_mktsegment = 'BUILDING'
and c_custkey = o_custkey
and l_orderkey = o_orderkey
and o_orderdate < '1995-03-15'
and l_shipdate > '1995-03-15'
group by l_orderkey, o_orderdate, o_shippriority
order by revenue desc, o_orderdate
In this case, we assume that the big k tables are fcustomer, orders, lineitemg
and there are two map tasks - map1 and map2 taking fcustomer, ordersg
and flineitemg as inputs correspondingly. Originally, map2 shues the at-
tributes l orderkey, l extendedprice and l discount of all tuples of lineitem
satisfying the condition l shipdate>'1995-03-15'. This is not I/O ecient
since lineitem has largest cardinality and the selectivity of the condition is
high. However, we note that the results from map1 and that from map2
join on l orderkey which is a foreign key in lineitem and has many dupli-
cates in it. Thus, it is benecial for map2 to shue l orderkey and revenue,
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because revenue can be pre-calculated for each l orderkey in map tasks. The
combiner optimizer inserts an aggregation operator into map2 to perform
partial aggregation. However, to ensure the correctness of the results, we
must restrict this optimization as follows:
1. Only the foreign keys can be chosen as the partial aggregation keys
and their corresponding join keys in other map tasks must be primary
keys.
2. The partial aggregation keys must contain all the join columns with
other task maps.
Depending on the number of reducers, this technique generally can reduce
70%  80% of the map outputs in Q8. Clearly, this optimization is also




We conducted a performance study for SHAPE, using TPC-H(6) queries
from Q1 to Q10 to compare its performance with Hive. TPC-H is a deci-
sion support benchmark which consists of a set of business analysis ad-hoc
queries. It simulates day-to-day business analysis process on large volumes
of data. The TPC-H queries are highly complex (which involves multi-
table join, aggregation and inner query) and they are designed to answer
critical business questions. The details of TPC-H Q1 to Q10 are listed in
Appendix A. In Hive, we adapted the hand written TPC-H benchmark for
Hive(5), which manually transform TPC-H SQL statements into equivalent
Hive queries and already optimized the join orders and did column pruning
in each MapReduce task. This Hive benchmark does not represent the aver-
age performance of TPC-H queries on Hive as it requires experienced Hive
programmers to transform them into ecient HiveQL queries. On other
hand, in SHAPE, we used the original queries provided by (6) without con-
sidering the join orders etc. which are automatically handled by SHAPE.
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Our experiments are divided into three parts. The rst part evaluates
SHAPE and Hive on small, medium and large data sets. The second part
studies SHAPE's scalability with respect to the number of nodes. The last
part examines the fault tolerance of SHAPE and that of Hive by means of
fault injection.
9.1 Experiment Setup
We conducted the experiments in two sets of congurations. First, we ex-
perimented in an in-house commodity cluster consisting of 10 nodes with
powerful CPU and large memory. Then, we deployed to 51 small instances
in Amazon EC2 cluster with modest CPU power and small memory. Both
SHAPE and Hive share the same Hadoop instance, in which we turned o
speculative execution since SHAPE loaded heavy map and reduce tasks to
the cluster and speculation may misinterpret long-running task as straggler.
9.1.1 Small Cluster
We deployed SHAPE and Hive 0.5.0 on a 10-node cluster called Cluster-10.
Each node has two Intel Quad-Core Xeon E5540 2.83GHz processors running
Centos 5.4 with 16GB RAM and one 73GB SAS hard disk. The nodes
are inter-connected via gigabit Ethernet. For HDFS, we set the replication




We used Amazon EC2's small instance which has 1 EC2 Compute Unit, 1.7
GB memory and 160GB hard disk. We set the replication factor to one and
the sort buer to 100MB.
The congurations are summarized below:
Parameter Cluster-10 EC2
Cluster size 10 50
Number of switches 1 unknown
Replication factor 2 1
TPC-H data size(GB) 10, 50, 100 300
HDFS default block size(MB) 64 512
SHAPE partition size(MB) 64 256
9.2 Performance Analysis
In Cluster-10, each node in the cluster has a 73GB hard disk, roughly 30GB
available for data storage. Since the replication factor is two, our data size
is up to 100GB in total, yielding 20GB (including replicated data) per node.
We measured the running time of SHAPE against that of Hive for 10GB,
50GB and 100GB.
As for Amazon EC2 cluster, we used 6GB data per node due to the small
instance's limited node power.
9.2.1 Small cluster
Figure 9.1(a), 9.1(b) and 9.1(c) show the performance comparisons for




























































































Figure 9.1: Performance benchmark for TPC-H queries.
ually optimized Hive queries. For very small data set (i.e.10GB), SHAPE
greatly outperforms Hive. This is because SHAPE only launches one or two
MapReduce tasks while Hive needs to launch multiple tasks. As the over-
all processing time is short, the start-up latency of each MapReduce task
becomes a dominant factor. When we increased the data size, this eect
became less important (as in Figure 9.1(c)). However, this does not imply
that the scalability of SHAPE is worse than that of Hive. We defer this
discussion to Section 9.3.
Even if each node has 8 cores, we did not take that advantage by running
more map tasks per node. We set the number of map tasks per node to two
for both Hive and SHAPE. Thus, we did not compare Hive or SHAPE with
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commercial parallel database, which has already been done in (21).
9.2.2 Large cluster
Figure 9.1(d) shows the processing time comparison for a 300GB data set.
Since EC2 small instance has only 1.6GB RAM, the rst challenge in SHAPE
is to eectively manage the memory. Unlike Hive, SHAPE implements join
or aggregation operator inside its execution engine running in a map or re-
duce task. This requires SHAPE to eciently make use of the available
memory to a maximum degree on a basis of the input data size. In database
community, this is a well studied problem. Modern databases can even adap-
tively decides the memory usage for each operator. In contrast, MapReduce
does not have a centralized memory manager. The parameters such as
io.sort.mb and fs.inmemory.size.mb can decide the memory usages of dif-
ferent inner components. They are highly correlated and a single high/low
value may create a bottleneck in the system. In the experiment, we found
that tuning MapReduce's memory pattern to achieve good performance was
already quite dicult. As such, users tend to follow some empirical guide-
line. But SHAPE's execution engine does not know the amount of available
memory from MapReduce; it also has no idea how much memory it should
reserve for MapReduce operations (e.g. shuing). Hence, in the experi-
ment, we adopt a simple approach: we x an upper bound of memory usage
for all the blocking operators in SHAPE. And we tuned this upper bound
so that no large memory was wasted and no OutOfMemory exception was
thrown. As future work, we plan to implement a centralized memory man-





























































































(c) Eects of nodes measured using Q3
Figure 9.2: Measure of scalability.
dynamic memory allocation scheme. Moreover, in case that the cluster con-
sists of heterogeneous node congurations, the self-tuning monitor should
know about them in order to generate globally optimized map task plans.
9.3 Scalability
The scalability of Hive varies for dierent queries, so does that of SHAPE.
More concretely, since SHAPE replicates some map tasks' outputs to all re-
duce tasks, if the intermediate results between map and reduce grow rapidly
with respect to the data size, the performance will drop considerably as well
due to increasing shue cost (local and network I/O) and increasing pro-
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cessing time at reduce stage. Even if the cost-based optimizer is able to pick
the map tasks with the smallest amount of output as replicated map task,
there are two circumstances worth noting: 1) all or many map tasks' out-
put cardinalities are large; 2) the map task with largest output cardinality
does not contain any aggregation key. The former case can be handled by
properly adjusting the weights in our cost model. We call this technique
\cascading fragment-replicate join": when we generate the set of connected
components (refer to Section 5.2) based on the cost model, we estimate
each component's output cardinality; we assign the set with most skewed
output cardinalities the lowest cost. In this way, we generate one big map
task outputs which we aim to partition and many small ones which we will
replicate. The latter case requires us to subtly control the number of reduce
tasks. The larger the number is, the more costly shuing becomes. But
with few reduce tasks, their total processing time increases due to reduction
of parallelization. Fortunately this case is rare and can be delicately avoided
when writing a query. We shall provide further study on this problem in the
future.
Figure 9.2(a) and 9.2(b) shows the normalized performance of SHAPE
and Hive for dierent data sizes. From these two gures, we notice that
SHAPE is able to achieve similar scalability as manually optimized Hive
queries.
We now x the data size to 50GB and measure the processing time of
Q3 against the number of processing nodes. Q3 is picked as its performance
drops most signicantly when the data size increases. Thus the analysis of
Q3 is able to demonstrate SHAPE's quasi-worst case scalability. We did not
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choose larger data set because of the disk constraint. When deployed in ten
nodes, each data node loads 10GB.
Figure 9.2(c) shows that SHAPE's performance increases more slowly
when the load per node is below 3GB. The overall performance is bounded
by the reduce task running time and the shuing time. In this case, it is
very sensitive to the chosen number of reduce tasks.






















Figure 9.3: Performance with node failure
We expanded Cluster-10 cluster to 20 nodes and used node failure injec-
tion to study the fault tolerance of SHAPE. We used queries which require
Hive to generate multiple MR tasks i.e. Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q7, Q8 and Q10.
(22) reports that Yahoo's long-running clusters experience a node failure
rate of 0.2%0.3% per day and three times higher for new machines. In
our experiment, the lowest node failure rate we can set is 5% in which case
a random slave node is shutdown during query execution. In reality, this
rate could be much lower on a per-query basis. Also, we waited for the task
initialization time before injecting any failure.
In Hive, we found that even 5% node failure rate failed Q6 and Q7,
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with an exception thrown: \java.sql.SQLException: Failed to start database
'metastore db', see the next exception for details". Moreover, if a node fail-
ure happened in the midst of a MapReduce task, the query would have
recovered thanks to the fault tolerance of MapReduce; but if it occurred
before a MapReduce task had started or when a MapReduce was about to
start (causing the above exception), Hive could not recover the query exe-
cution anymore even if some intermediate results had already been written
back to HDFS. This is because Hive does not support query fault-tolerance.
In practice, we found that Pig also lacks a recovery mechanism at query
level. In contrast, SHAPE, using one MapReduce task to process a query,
perfectly inherits the fault-tolerance of MapReduce and will not fail a query
due to slave node failure.
Figure 9.3 shows the performance of SHAPE and Hive under 5% node
failure rate. Here, HF, SF, H and S denote Hive with failures, SHAPE
with failures, Hive without failure and SHAPE without failure respectively.
For a fair comparison, we randomly shutdown a slave node at the same
time point for both systems. The results show that SHAPE performs well
when node failure occurs. In fact, neither Hive nor Pig takes advantage of
checkpointing in HDFS. It remains an open question on the precise benet
that HDFS checkpoints bring to error recovery, compared to the current




In this thesis, we have presented a novel query-processing system SHAPE
that improves Hadoop's programming paradigm for generic queries. SHAPE
outperforms Hive as it exploits data partitioning and requires only one
MapReduce tasks for a non-nested SQL query. To our best knowledge,
SHAPE is one of the rst works towards inter-operation parallelization of
generic query processing in MapReduce. With the fault tolerance capability
inherent in MapReduce, SHAPE is a good system to process heterogeneous,
large data sets in a cluster of nodes. Moreover, the simple execution model
of SHAPE opens up more tuning and optimization opportunities. We have
also discussed how to apply the adaptive approach to incrementally self-tune




The TPC-H database consists of seven entity tables: PART, LINEITEM,
ORDERS, SUPPLIERS, CUSTOMER, NATION, REGION and one rela-
tion table: PARTSUPP. Their schemas are introduced in Section 1.2 of TPC-
H specication(6). In this chapter, we reference the used TPC-H queries in
TPC-H specication for readers' convenience. All of these information is ex-
tracted from TPC-H Specication 2.9.0 with minimal rephrasing. For more
details, readers should directly refer to the latest TPC-H Specication.
A.1 Q1
A.1.1 Business Question
The Pricing Summary Report Query provides a summary pricing report for
all lineitems shipped as of a given date.
A.1.2 SQL Statement
A-1
s e l e c t
l r e t u r n f l a g ,
l l i n e s t a t u s ,
sum( l quan t i t y ) as sum qty ,
sum( l e x t end edp r i c e ) as sum base pr ice ,
sum( l e x t end edp r i c e (1  l d i s c o un t ) ) as sum di s c pr i c e ,
sum( l e x t end edp r i c e (1  l d i s c o un t )(1+ l t a x ) ) as sum charge ,
avg ( l quan t i t y ) as avg qty ,
avg ( l e x t end edp r i c e ) as avg pr i ce ,
avg ( l d i s c o un t ) as avg d i sc ,
count ( ) as count order
from
l i n e i t em
where
l s h i p d a t e <= date '1998 12 01 '   i n t e r v a l ' [DELTA] ' day (3 )
group by l r e t u r n f l a g , l l i n e s t a t u s
order by l r e t u r n f l a g , l l i n e s t a t u s ;
A.2 Q2
A.2.1 Business Question
The Minimum Cost Supplier Query nds, in a given region, for each part
of a certain type and size, the supplier who can supply it at minimum cost.
If several suppliers in that region oer the desired part type and size at the




s e l e c t
s a c c tba l , s name , n name , p partkey ,
p mfgr , s addre s s , s phone , s comment
from
part , supp l i e r , partsupp ,
nation , r eg i on
where
p partkey = ps partkey
and s suppkey = ps suppkey
and p s i z e = [ SIZE ]
and p type l i k e '%[TYPE] '
and s nat i onkey = n nat ionkey
and n reg ionkey = r r eg i onkey
and r name = ' [REGION] '
and ps supp lyco s t = (
s e l e c t
min ( p s supp lyco s t )
from
partsupp , supp l i e r ,
nation , r eg i on
where
p partkey = ps partkey
and s suppkey = ps suppkey
and s nat i onkey = n nat ionkey
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and n reg ionkey = r r eg i onkey
and r name = ' [REGION] '
)
order by
s a c c t b a l desc ,
n name , s name , p partkey ;
A.3 Q3
A.3.1 Business Question
The Shipping Priority Query retrieves the shipping priority and potential
revenue of the orders having the largest revenue among those that had not
been shipped as of a given date.
A.3.2 SQL Statement
s e l e c t
l o rde rkey , sum( l e x t end edp r i c e (1  l d i s c o un t ) ) as revenue ,
o orderdate ,
o s h i p p r i o r i t y
from
customer , orders , l i n e i t em
where
c mktsegment = ' [SEGMENT] '
and c cus tkey = o custkey
and l o rd e r k ey = o orderkey
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and o orde rdate < date ' [DATE] '
and l s h i p d a t e > date ' [DATE] '
group by
l o rde rkey , o orderdate , o s h i p p r i o r i t y
order by
revenue desc , o o rde rdate ;
A.4 Q4
A.4.1 Business Question
The Order Priority Checking Query counts the number of orders ordered in
a given quarter of a given year in which at least one lineitem was received
by the customer later than its committed date.
A.4.2 SQL Statement
s e l e c t




o orde rdate >= date ' [DATE] '
and o orde rdate < date ' [DATE] ' + i n t e r v a l '3 ' month
and e x i s t s (
s e l e c t

A-5
from l i n e i t em
where
l o rd e r k ey = o orderkey
and l commitdate < l r e c e i p t d a t e
)
group by o o r d e r p r i o r i t y
order by o o r d e r p r i o r i t y ;
A.5 Q5
A.5.1 Business Question
The Local Supplier Volume Query lists for each nation in a region the rev-
enue volume that resulted from lineitem transactions in which the customer
ordering parts and the supplier lling them were both within that nation.
The query is run in order to determine whether to institute local distribu-
tion centers in a given region. The query consid-ers only parts ordered in a
given year.
A.5.2 SQL Statement
s e l e c t
n name , sum( l e x t endedp r i c e  (1   l d i s c o un t ) ) as revenue
from
customer , orders , l i ne i t em , supp l i e r , nation , r eg i on
where
c cus tkey = o custkey
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and l o rd e r k ey = o orderkey
and l suppkey = s suppkey
and c nat ionkey = s nat i onkey
and s nat i onkey = n nat ionkey
and n reg ionkey = r r eg i onkey
and r name = ' [REGION] '
and o orde rdate >= date ' [DATE] '
and o orde rdate < date ' [DATE] ' + i n t e r v a l '1 ' year
group by n name
order by revenue desc ;
A.6 Q6
A.6.1 Business Question
The Forecasting Revenue Change Query considers all the lineitems shipped
in a given year with discounts between DISCOUNT-0.01 and DISCOUNT+0.01.
A.6.2 SQL Statement
s e l e c t
sum( l e x t end edp r i c e  l d i s c o un t ) as revenue
from
l i n e i t em
where
l s h i p d a t e >= date ' [DATE] '
and l s h i p d a t e < date ' [DATE] ' + i n t e r v a l '1 ' year
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and l d i s c o un t between [DISCOUNT]   0 .01 and [DISCOUNT] + 0.01
and l quan t i t y < [QUANTITY] ;
A.7 Q7
A.7.1 Business Question
The Volume Shipping Query nds, for two given nations, the gross dis-
counted revenues derived from lineitems in which parts were shipped from a
supplier in either nation to a customer in the other nation during 1995 and
1996.
A.7.2 SQL Statement
s e l e c t
supp nation , cus t nat i on ,
l y ea r , sum( volume ) as revenue
from (
s e l e c t
n1 . n name as supp nation ,
n2 . n name as cus t nat i on ,
ex t r a c t ( year from l s h i p d a t e ) as l y ea r ,
l e x t end edp r i c e  (1   l d i s c o un t ) as volume
from
supp l i e r , l i ne i t em , orders , customer ,
nat ion n1 , nat ion n2
where
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s suppkey = l suppkey
and o orderkey = l o rd e rk ey
and c cus tkey = o custkey
and s nat i onkey = n1 . n nat ionkey
and c nat ionkey = n2 . n nat ionkey
and (
( n1 . n name = ' [NATION1] ' and n2 . n name = ' [NATION2] ' )
or ( n1 . n name = ' [NATION2] ' and n2 . n name = ' [NATION1] ' ) )
and l s h i p d a t e between date '1995 01 01 ' and date '1996 12 31 '
) as sh ipp ing
group by supp nation , cus t nat i on , l y e a r
order by supp nation , cus t nat i on , l y e a r ;
A.8 Q8
A.8.1 Business Question
The market share for a given nation within a given region is dened as the
fraction of the revenue, the sum of [l extendedprice * (1-l discount)], from
the products of a specied type in that region that was supplied by suppliers
from the given nation.
A.8.2 SQL Statement





when nat ion = ' [NATION] '
then volume
e l s e 0
end ) / sum( volume ) as mkt share
from (
s e l e c t
ex t r a c t ( year from o orde rdate ) as o year ,
l e x t end edp r i c e  (1  l d i s c o un t ) as volume ,
n2 . n name as nat ion
from
part , supp l i e r , l i ne i t em ,
orders , customer , nat ion n1 , nat ion n2 , r eg i on
where
p partkey = l pa r t k ey
and s suppkey = l suppkey
and l o rd e rk ey = o orderkey
and o custkey = c cus tkey
and c nat ionkey = n1 . n nat ionkey
and n1 . n reg ionkey = r r eg i onkey
and r name = ' [REGION] '
and s nat i onkey = n2 . n nat ionkey
and o orde rdate between date '1995 01 01 '
and date '1996 12 31 '
and p type = ' [TYPE] '
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) as a l l n a t i o n s
group by o year
order by o year ;
A.9 Q9
A.9.1 Business Question
The Product Type Prot Measure Query nds, for each nation and each
year, the prot for all parts ordered in that year that contain a specied
substring in their names and that were lled by a supplier in that na-
tion. The prot is dened as the sum of [(l extendedprice*(1-l discount)) -
(ps supplycost * l quantity)] for all lineitems describing parts in the specied
line.
A.9.2 SQL Statement
s e l e c t
nation , o year ,
sum(amount ) as sum pro f i t
from (
s e l e c t
n name as nation ,
ex t r a c t ( year from o orde rdate ) as o year ,
l e x t end edp r i c e  (1   l d i s c o un t )
  ps supp lyco s t  l q u an t i t y as amount
from
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part , supp l i e r , l i ne i t em , partsupp , orders , nat ion
where
s suppkey = l suppkey
and ps suppkey = l suppkey
and ps partkey = l pa r t k ey
and p partkey = l pa r t k ey
and o orderkey = l o rd e rk ey
and s nat i onkey = n nat ionkey
and p name l i k e '%[COLOR]% '
) as p r o f i t
group by nation , o year
order by nation , o year desc ;
A.10 Q10
A.10.1 Business Question
The Returned Item Reporting Query nds the top 20 customers, in terms
of their eect on lost revenue for a given quarter, who have returned parts.
The query considers only parts that were ordered in the specied quarter.
A.10.2 SQL Statement
s e l e c t
c custkey , c name ,
sum( l e x t end edp r i c e  (1   l d i s c o un t ) ) as revenue ,
c ac c tba l , n name , c addres s , c phone , c comment
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from
customer , orders , l i ne i t em , nat ion
where
c cus tkey = o custkey
and l o rd e r k ey = o orderkey
and o orde rdate >= date ' [DATE] '
and o orde rdate < date ' [DATE] ' + i n t e r v a l '3 ' month
and l r e t u r n f l a g = 'R'
and c nat ionkey = n nat ionkey
group by
c custkey , c name , c ac c tba l , c phone ,
n name , c addres s , c comment
order by revenue desc ;
A-13
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